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About This Game

THE BAD GUYS TAKE ONE HIT... SO DO YOU!
This 80's-style Top-Down Shooter tests your patience!

In a forgotten automated factory, overrun by aggressive units, a free-willed security droid is being hunted by the system...

NO CASUAL GAMING HERE!
As the title suggests, you will be punished for your slightest error in judgement with an instant Game Over (i.e., this game is

brutally difficult)!!!

Save panels record your progress, barriers allow one extra hit. Other items and secrets exist too (if you can survive long enough
to find them).

Just be good enough!!!
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A reasonable "high tech" EMU add-on with no bugs found (as yet!). Pity there are no career scenarios .... This is a retro point
and click style adventure (think Monkey Island or the Sierra games).

The problem is that it doesn't properly run on modern systems (although it's just 8 years old). The "play" and "configure"
options are greyed out.

Because the game doesn't seem to work, I can't recommend it.. Despite sometimes confusing mechanics, the game stays true to
its roots, delivering a competitive and challenging puzzle driven experience for players from ages 13 and up. The
implementation of comidically relieving side characters really delivers a great user experience, and provides just the right
amount of break from an otherwise stressful and challenging game. This game compares to other user favorites such as CS:GO,
Dark Souls III, and Freddie Fish for its gripping side quests and metagame. I would reccomend to those willing to endure
tedious but rewarding challenges. For speedruns visit my twitch prime page.. Meh, hoping this becomes more worth while with
more characters added to it this year, otherwise you save all of \u00a32 where should you not want one or two of the characters
then you save more money instead of gambling and paying almost the price of the game again for 8 unannouned characters you
may or may not want.
Wait its a typical Bandai game...
And surprise surprise they are going to make you pay for another season pass with
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665line up of characters at a rip off price with no new content added to the gameplay
itself.. An extra ingredient for your hunting montage.. My Specs: GTX 1070/FX8320/16 Gigs RAM HTC VIVE

This is a pretty game for Unity. Unity is not my favorite game creating utility though. But from what I played this is a neat sci-fi
VR game. I have not gotten in the meat of it yet but so far so good. This appears to be an ambitious gaming project so it is
probably worth supporting. The locomotion in VIVE is track pad at this point. I have asked the dev to support teleporting while
on the ground. In flight track pad may be needed for obvious reasons. This is one of the few more pricey VR games I would
recommend supporting now because it feels like it has the potential to be a full fledged real game for VR. Try it for yourself and
see. Remember, it is early access but I did not experience any major bugs at this time. Enjoy.

Video for your pleasure. Game play Feb. 16th 2017. Enjoy.

Reprised video here below after processing at 1080p 60fps.

https://youtu.be/1CJC7_yNESQ. I wouldn't describe it as "crazy". It's a bit over the top at times, but nothing I would call
"crazy".

Anyway, if you like achievments, you're gonna love this. It gave me 5 acheivments for making it into the first hole.. why cant i
use it
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Its fun if you like miniscule player databases and a♥♥♥♥♥♥load of wanna-be FaZe clan members trickshotting in every
search and destroy match. Otherwise use this money to puchase a pair of shoes and save yourself from this garbage.. I like
money. doesnt have a good tutorial, refunding :/. Great game, really challenging and doesn't get boring with the stage select. Its a
bit short though.. Transcripted - an amazing symbiosis Zuma and Scrolling Shooter. Destroy one another virus-infected cells
(sphere) and sort by color glowing blocks. Amazing primarily because the image. Screenshots did not pass effect, but believe
me, the game looks fantastic: a riot of colors, glowing "jellyfish" (infected tissue), gently fluttering in weightlessness, power
beams, the magic chamber music, slowly gaining momentum. The perfect blend!. A cute little game that I'd like to recommend,
but as it is at the moment, it is somewhat unpolished.

I've so far got to the first boss, but it doesn't seem to be possible to beat him as soon as you get to him, unless I'm missing some
trick. Even if you've got one of the upgrades (and only one is possible to afford after a single runthrough of the four levels prior
to him), he still kills you before you seem to be making any progress. You can damage him for sure, but there's no indication of
how much damage he still needs to take, so your efforts feel unconvincing.

The only option then seems to be to grind the four prior levels for coins to afford more upgrades - and I didn't expect to have to
grind in a simple platformer like this.

There's also a few small glitches which make the game a little underwhelming to play - jumping near a ceiling is a little jerky for
some reason, pausing very briefly on the upwards part, and colliding with the front of a moving platform causes things to pause
again, until it finally delivers you to the floor (or spikes), and the platform is then delayed, which can make jumping between
them more difficult. And just hope you don't fall between two that are about to meet each other - you get stuck, and have to
restart the level...!
There's also the small matter that once you break urns, you have to go a short distance away from the coins and then back again
to be able to pick the coins up, which can be the difference between escaping enemies, and dying to them.

The artstyle is really nice however, and the "fallen city" concept interesting (if I could discover more of the story), and the
simplistic take is refreshing - I hope it gets a few patches in the near future to address these issues, as otherwise this would be a
pretty fun and relaxing game to play!. Belated review. This indie physics-based puzzle game is pretty fun. Your goal is to
navigate a spaceship to the end of a level. Sure, it sounds easy enough, but there are always obstacles in your way. The main
hook of the gameplay is mixing and matching parts on your spaceship in order to solve physics-based puzzles in each level
(pushing and pulling objects, smashing through things, etc). I found the controls to be a bit touchy at times and wasn't a huge fan
of the ship-building interface, but overall, there's not much bad to say about this game. Just go into it without any grand
expectations. It's pretty laid back and is a nice way to kill a few hours. There are also a number of advanced levels available, in
addition to the main story chapters, for those looking for a bit more challenge.. Never has a game been so invigorating and
realistic. This game makes me feel like I truly am the pirates who stole Tom Hanks boat and told him that, "I am the captian
now". The soundtrack was amazing, the likes of witcher 3 and other triple A games matched the greatness of this teams music. I
am surprised I was even able to run this game as the graphics were so realistic and spot on that I thought my computer was going
to break just from running this game. Great language support for everyone and easy to learn controls, that are hard to master.
Overall this game is my runner up for game of the year and I cant see anything else winning against this studios achievement
that is, "Africa Hunting". 12\/10 would recommend to anyone.. Famtastic game, it flows and leads you in the right direction
without the need for clues. I hope there are additional releases in the future as the developer of this game should be very proud.
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